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Among the systems and points of view which

comprise our efforts to formulate a science of

psychology, the proposition upon which there seems

to be most nearly a general agreement is that the

final explanation of behavior or of mental processes

is to be sought in the physiological activity of the

body and, in particular, in the properties of the

nervous system. The tendency to seek all causal

relations of behavior in brain processes is

characteristic of the recent development of

psychology in America. Most of our text-books begin

with an exposition of the structure of the brain and

imply that this lays a foundation for a later

understanding of behavior. It is rare that a

discussion of any psychological problem avoids some

reference to the neural substratum, and the

development of elaborate neurological theories to

'explain' the phenomena in every field of psychology
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is becoming increasingly fashionable.

In reading this literature I have been

impressed chiefly by its futility. The chapter on the

nervous system seems to provide an excuse for

pictures in an otherwise dry and monotonous text.

That it has any other function is not clear; there

may be cursory references to it in later chapters on

instinct and habit, but where the problems of

psychology become complex and interesting, the

nervous system is [p. 2] dispensed with. In more

technical treatises the neurological explanations are

made up mostly of assumptions concerning the

properties of the nerve cell which have no

counterpart in physiological experiment. Thus we

find the superiority of distributed over concentrated

practice seriously 'explained' by the 'fact' that

successive passage of neural impulses over a

synapse reduces its resistance least when the

impulses come in quick succession.

There is no direct evidence for any function

of the anatomical synapse: there is no evidence that
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synapses vary in resistance, or that, if they do, the

resistance is altered by the passage of the nerve

impulse. If the explanation is to be given in terms of

established facts, as it must be, then it is limited to

the following form: the superiority of distributed

practice is due to the discontinuity of the neurons,

the polarity of conduction, the fact of learning, and

the superiority of distributed practice.

This is a typical case of the neurological

explanations to be found in our psychological

literature. With such conditions prevailing, it seems

time to examine critically the relations between

psychology and neurology and to attempt an

evaluation of current notions concerning the

mechanisms of the brain.

INADEQUACY OF CURRENT THEORIES

The starting point for our attempts to

account for behavior in terms of nervous processes

has been either the cerebral localization of functions

or the theory that all nervous integration is

patterned after the spinal reflex. I need scarcely
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point out the difficulties encountered by the older

doctrine of cerebral localization. It expresses the

fact that destruction of definite areas results in

definite symptoms and the probable inference that

these different parts have diverse functions, but it

has given us no insight into the manner in which the

areas or centers exercise their functions or the way

in which they influence one another. It is only, by

applying psychological conceptions like that of

association, or by turning to the theory of reflexes

that the doctrine of localization is made to express

the dynamic relations of behavior.

[p. 3] The extension of the theory of reflex

conduction, first derived from studies of the spinal

cord, to problems of cerebral function provided a

welcome addition to the psychophysical doctrine of

localization. It gave a clear interpretation of

localized areas as relay points or centers along the

course of the reflex arc and seemed to explain the

functional relations of the areas. However, the

theory has not worked well in application to the
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details of behavior. To understand the difficulties we

should have clearly in mind the form and limitations

of the theory. It states that the mechanism of

cerebral function is essentially the same as that of

the spinal reflexes, involving the conduction of nerve

impulses from the sense organs over definite,

restricted paths to the effectors. The performance of

a habit, whether of speech or of manipulative

movement, is determined by the existence of

definite connections between a limited number of

nerve cells, which are always functional in that

habit. The model for the theory is a telephone

system. Just as two instruments can be connected

only by certain wires, so the sense organs and

muscles concerned in any act are connected by

nerve fibers specialized for that act.

Perhaps few neurologists would agree to

such a bare statement. They point to the

incalculable number of nerve cells, the interplay of

inhibition and facilitation, and suggest that in so

complex a system there are limitless possibilities.
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But the fact remains that the essential feature of the

reflex theory is the assumption that individual

neurons are specialized for particular functions. The

explanatory value of the theory rests upon this point

alone, and no amount of hypothetical elaboration of

connections alters the basic assumption.

Both the doctrines of localization and of

conditioned reflexes imply the correspondence of

structural and functional units - the specialization of

minute areas or of single cells for definite limited

functions. Recent experimental and clinical evidence

seems to show that there is no such

correspondence, and thus to present fatal difficulties

to both theories. I shall sketch the main lines of this

evidence, then turn to a consideration of other

possible mechanisms.

ANALYSIS OF THE ADEQUATE STIMULUS

The notion of the reflex arc was developed in

studies of spinal preparations in which protopathic

stimuli or muscle tensions are the chief sources of

excitation. Under these simple conditions something
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like a point for point correspondence between

receptor cells and muscle groups could be

demonstrated, as in the case of the scratch reflex.

We first attempted the extension of this

conception to instinctive behavior, on the

assumption that the adequate stimulus to nursing,

to the recognition of the mate or young, to the

recognition of the nest site, to sexual excitement

might be expressed in terms of the excitation of

such and such receptor cells. This proved to be a

vain hope. The adequate stimulus in such cases may

be described in terms of a pattern having definite

proportions but always, within wide limits, it is a

matter of indifference to what receptor cells this

pattern is applied.

A survey of various types of behavior shows

that this is an almost universal attribute of the

adequate stimuli.[2] It is most obvious in pattern

vision and can be demonstrated in animals with a

rather primitive cortex. I have recently improved the

technique for study of vision in the rat so that habits
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of pattern vision may be established in 20 or 30

trials. It is thus easy to test the equivalence of

stimuli under conditions where previous associations

are ruled out. Not only do we find transposition as

Köhler has described it for chimpanzees, but even

more striking equivalencies. An animal trained to

discriminate patterns of solid white on a black

ground is undisturbed by reversal of the brightness

relations, by substitution of outlines for the solid

figures, or even by partial outlines which retain

some of the proportions of the original figures.

In many cases it is clear that the equivalent

stimuli involve none of the retinal elements which

were activated during learning. Here we have a

situation where a habit is formed by the activation of

one set of receptors and executed im- [p. 5]

mediately upon stimulation of an entirely different

and unpracticed group. The equivalence of stimuli is

not due to the excitation of common nervous

elements. The equivalent patterns have in common

only ratios of intensity or of proportion in the spacial
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distribution of excited points. I might multiply

examples of this sort indefinitely, but the studies of

the Gestalt psychologists leave little doubt that such

a condition is the rule for all stimuli with which we

deal in the study of behavior.

ANALYSIS OF REACTIONS

Turning to motor activity, we are confronted

by an identical problem. If we train an animal in a

maze and observe carefully his subsequent errorless

running, we find little identity of movement in

successive trials. He gallops through in one trial, in

another shuffles along, sniffing at the cover of the

box. If we injure his cerebellum, he may roll through

the maze. He follows the correct path with every

variety of twist and posture, so that we cannot

identify a single movement as characteristic of the

habit.[3]

I have earlier reported cases of the direct

adaptive use in the performance of motor habits of

limbs which were paralyzed throughout training and

whose motor paths consequently could not have
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been exercised during training.[4] It is not helpful to

say that previously formed general habits are

utilized in such performances, for the preexisting

habits have not been associated with the new

situation and the problem of the spontaneous

association of the new patterns remains unsolved.

The problem of equivalence of motor

responses has been less studied than that of

equivalence of stimuli, but the phenomenon seems

to be equally common. Activities ranging from the

building of characteristic nests by birds to the so-

called purposive activities of man show the absence

of stereotyped movements in the attainment of a

predetermined [p. 6] goal. The most familiar and

most striking example is that of grammatical form in

speech. Once we learn a new word, we use it in

correct grammatical relations in limitless

combinations with other words, without having to

form new associations for each new setting.

It is only in certain acts of skill that

stereotyped movements are recognizable and the
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uniformity of these is a result of long practice. We

seem forced to conclude that the same motor

elements are not necessarily used in the learning

and performance of motor habits and that motor

elements can be utilized directly when no specific

associations have been formed with them.

PLASTICITY IN CENTRAL ORGANIZATION

Studies of the central nervous system give a

similar picture. The functions are relatively

independent of the structural elements. I can only

cite a few of the lines of evidence, but sufficient, I

believe, to establish the point.

First with respect to the specificity of

conduction paths. The final motor neurons have

been studied by Weiss.[5] He grafted additional

limbs on salamanders, cutting the nerve which

supplied the original limb so that the regenerating

fibers came to innervate both the original and the

new limb. The two limbs innervated by the same

nerve showed synchronization of movements in

corresponding muscle groups. Histological
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examination showed that the axons of the original

nerve had branched so that the muscles of the two

limbs were supplied by fibers from the same axons.

There is no selective outgrowth of regenerating

fibers and the branches of the same axon do not

necessarily go to corresponding muscles. It seems,

then, that the coördination of the two limbs is not a

function of the particular fibers which innervate each

muscle, but is due to some property of the nerve

impulse such that the same fiber can selectively

elicit either of two antagonistic movements. These

experiments are still the subject of controversy, but

the objections raised against the results are not

particularly impressive and, though they may raise

some [p. 7] doubt on this conclusion, they certainly

do not establish the specificity of the axon. The

results of Weiss are in harmony with many facts

revealed by the study of the central nervous system.

In work with injuries to the spinal cord Miss

Ball and I[6] have found that orientation of the rat

in the maze is undisturbed by interruption in the
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cervical cord of either the pyramidial, rubrospinal, or

any other of the long descending tracts. The

impulses controlling turning and threading the maze

somehow get down the cord after the destruction of

any half of the descending fibers. I have more

recently been working with double hemisections of

the cord. In these preparations one half of the cord

is divided in the upper cervical region, the other half

below the nucleus of the phrenic nerve, so that all

the long fibers are interrupted above the motor

centers for the limbs. After three months such

preparations show coördinated movements in

walking and are able to control the limbs for

orientation in response to stimuli applied to the

head. The control is established in spite of the

permanent interruption of all the long spinal paths.

We have also been accumulating evidence

upon the functions of the projection and association

tracts of the cerebrum in the rat. The data are not

yet complete, but it seems fairly certain that the

interruption of the projection fibers to a part of a
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functional area produces far less pronounced

symptoms than destruction of the cortical area

supplied by those fibers. We have now a large

number of cases in which linear lesions sever the

connections between the different anatomical areas

of the cortex or divide the association fibers within

single areas. It is rare that any symptoms can be

detected in such cases, unless there is involved a

considerable destruction of cortical tissue. The most

capable animal that I have studied was one in which

the cortex and underlying association fibers had

been divided throughout the length of each

hemisphere. His I.Q., based on ten tests, was 309.

In higher forms there is evidence for a

somewhat greater [p. 8] specificity of long tracts in

the central nervous system, but even in man the

evidence is unequivocal only for the pyramidal

system, which we have reason to believe is a part of

the postural system and not especially concerned in

the higher integrative functions of the brain, and for

sensory paths of the cord. Although I would not
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venture the opinion that the association tracts of the

cerebrum are a skeletal structure, there is certainly

no direct evidence for the existence in them of any

sharply defined reflex paths whose interruption

results in the loss of isolated elementary functions.

What is the evidence that the cortex itself

contains the definite specialized synapses which are

demanded by the reflex theory? The data from

extirpation experiments are somewhat ambiguous,

but taken as a whole, fairly conclusive. Small lesions

either produce no symptoms or very transient ones,

so that it is clear that the mechanisms for habits are

not closely grouped within small areas. When larger

areas are involved, there are usually amnesias for

many activities. Some of our experiments show that

the degree of amnesia is proportional to the extent

of injury and, within wide limits, independent of the

location of the injury. This may mean that the cells

differentiated for the habits are widely and uniformly

scattered, or that there are no especially

differentiated cells. After injuries to the brain, the
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rate of formation of some habits is directly

proportional to the extent of injury and independent

of the position within any part of the cortex. This

shows that the rate of learning is not dependent

upon the properties of individual cells, but is

somehow a function of the total mass of tissue. Rate

of change in individual synapses does not express

the facts of learning unless we postulate some

means by which the capacity for change in any cell

is modified by the activity of all the other cells of the

cortex. Finally, when such habits have been formed

after brain injury, their retention correlates with the

amount of functional tissue. This can be interpreted

only as evidence that memory is not a function of

individual cells, but is a property of the total mass of

tissue.[7]

[p. 9] The reflex theory is not helpful for an

understanding of such facts, nor do they seem

consistent with it. If we consider the whole reaction,

from sense-organ to effector, the impossibility of a

theory of specialized intercellular connections
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becomes apparent. Let us analyze a visual reaction,

for here the anatomical localization of paths seems

best established. The observations of Marie and

Chatelain,[8] and of Holmes and Lister[9] suggest a

detailed projection of the retina upon the cortex, the

macula represented in the posterior calcarine region,

and successive radial zones along the borders of the

fissure. (I am not sure that this interpretation is

correct. Poppelreuter[10] has pointed out that the

forms of scotoma are not as varied as the manifold

shapes of lesion should lead us to expect, and that

all the forms of scotoma can be interpreted as

radiating or converging disturbances of the

functional balance within the entire area. I have

observations of a migraine scotoma in which the

blind area retained a characteristic shape but drifted

from the macula to the periphery of the visual field

in the course of half an hour). But granting a cortical

retina, the problem of integration is only moved

back a step. I have cited evidence to show that the

retinal cells used in the formation of a habit need
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not be excited in order to reinstate the habitual

response. This must be equally true, then, for the

cortical retina. The same cells may not be twice

called upon to perform the same function. They may

be in a fixed anatomical relation to the retina, but

the functional organization plays over them just as

the pattern of letters plays over the bank of lamps in

an electric sign.

We find then at the point of projection on

the cortex a variable pattern shifting over a fixed

anatomical substratum. How can this elicit a

response from a definite set of motor cells? It can

not do so by excitation over definite association

paths, for there is evidence against the existence of

such paths and, besides, there are no fixed points of

origin for them. [p. 10] Nor is it certain that there

are any fixed motor points. We have found in

studies of the motor cortex that a point which will

elicit a primary movement of the fingers on one day

may, a week later, produce a movement of the

shoulder and at another time even movements of
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the face.[11] And the motor cortex, with its

somewhat definite localization, is probably not

concerned in habitual activity, anyway.

There does not seem to be a possibility of a

constant anatomical localization at any point from

receptor surface to effectors. Somehow the motor

system must be sensitized to respond to the sensory

patterns, but the phenomena cannot be expressed

in terms of definite anatomical connections. This is

the fundamental problem of neural integration and

must serve as the starting point for any adequate

theory of cerebral function.

THE DOCTRINE OF CIRCULAR REFLEXES

An essential element to the reflex theory as

applied to psychological problems is the doctrine

that all the effects of stimulation are immediately

observable in the motor systems. The James-Lange

theory of emotion, the idea that mental attitudes are

an expression of bodily postures or 'sets,' the theory

that instincts and serial habits are chains of sensory-

motor activity, the doctrine that implicit speech or
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gesture forms the basis of thinking: these are all

expressions of the belief that the nervous system

serves merely for the rapid switching and conduction

of impulses from receptor to effector, without long-

continued intraneural sequences of activity. This

notion has been attractive, as offering a possibility

of direct objective study of mental activity, but

attempts to verify it experimentally have given

disappointingly negative results.

The problem of emotion is still in such

confusion that one can draw no conclusions with

confidence, but the accumulation of evidence upon

the variability of expressive reactions and the

repeated failure to find any consistent correlations

between bodily changes and either exciting

situations or [p. 11] reported subjective states lends

little support to the visceral theory.

On the question of maintained attitude or

set we have some recent evidence which seems

significant. Studying the influence of bodily posture

upon the movements elicited by stimulation of the
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motor cortex Dr. Jacobsen and I mapped the motor

area and selected for study a point giving extension

of the fingers. We changed the posture of the limbs,

head, and body of the preparation, stimulated

muscles and nerve points electrically and in other

ways sought to alter the conditions of peripheral

stimulation. The excitability of the point was

unaltered by this treatment and the same

movement was elicited at five-minute intervals for

two hours. We then altered the excitability of the

point by stimulation of another distant point,

changing the primary movement from extension to

flexion. This new primary movement persisted for 55

minutes in spite of repeated changes in the posture

of the animal, then reverted spontaneously to the

original movement of extension. The experiment

suggests that the pattern of organization of the

motor cortex can be altered by central excitation

and that the altered condition can be maintained for

long periods without reinforcement from peripheral

organs. It seems to fulfill the conditions for
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demonstration of a centrally maintained attitude.

Miss Ball and I have tested the effects on

serial habits of sectioning the afferent paths of the

cord, together with removal of all external directive

clues after the animal is oriented in the starting box.

Under these conditions the habits are run off without

disturbance. With external and internal sensory cues

eliminated it seems that the series of acts must be

controlled by some wholly central mechanism.

The work of Thorson on tongue-

movements[12] and unpublished observations on

eye-movements during thinking, together with

reports of the recovery of speech with use of an

artificial larynx, oppose the doctrine of the

completed reflex and point to some continued

intraneural process as the basis of thinking. The

weight of evidence, I believe, favors the [p. 12] view

that in emotion, in all persistence of attitudes, in all

serial activity there are continuously maintained

central processes which, if they become intense,

may irradiate to motor centers and produce
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expressive movements, implicit speech, and the like.

The pattern of irradiation varies from subject to

subject according to chance variation in the

excitability of the motor or vegetative nervous

systems, and the peripheral activities are not an

essential condition for the maintenance of the

central processes.

I have devoted so much time to criticism of

the reflex theory of behavior because it seems to be

deeply rooted in our thinking and to have had an

important influence in the development of almost

every phase of psychology. It has been valuable in

counteracting certain trends toward vitalism and

mysticism, but I believe that it is now becoming an

obstacle rather than a help to progress. In the youth

of a science there is virtue in simplifying the

problems so that some sort of decisive experiments

may be formulated, but there is a danger that

oversimplification will later blind us to important

problems. In the study of cerebral functions we

seem to have reached a point where the reflex
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theory is no longer profitable either for the

formulation of problems or for an understanding of

the phenomena of integration. And if it is not

serviceable here, it can scarcely be of greater value

for an understanding of the phenomena of behavior.

THE ALTERNATIVE TO THE REFLEX THEORY

What is the alternative to the doctrine of the

specialization of nervous elements for definite

reactions? It is possible that the modes of

organization in the brain are not less numerous and

diverse than the types of behavior to which they

give rise. We have little direct evidence as to the

nature of these central processes, but can deduce

some laws from the effects of cerebral injury which

may point the way to the significant investigations of

the future.

DYNAMIC ASPECTS OF LOCALIZATION

Specialization of functions in the cerebral

cortex is an indisputable fact, but we have yet to

find an adequate inter- [p. 13] pretation of it. We

have asked, Where are psychological functions
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localized in the brain? and have gained a

meaningless answer. We should ask, How do

specialized areas produce the details of behavior

with which they are associated: what are the

functional relationships between the different parts

and how are they maintained?

Variable Degrees of Localization. - If we

survey the disturbances produced by brain injuries

in a wide range of activities we are forced to the

conclusion that the accuracy of localization or the

degree of specialization varies greatly. Definitely

limited defects appear in the visual and tactile and

to a lesser extent in the motor fields after limited

lesions to the calcarine, postcentral and precentral

gyri. In other sensory spheres and in all the more

elaborate organizations of behavior, there is little

evidence for an equal fineness of differentiation. The

visual cortex probably represents the maximum of

specialization of small units. In the somesthetic field

there is also a cortical projection, but less finely

differentiated. In other functions we find every
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degree of specialization up to the limit where all

parts of the cortex participate equally in the same

function. The latter is apparently the condition for

the maze habit in the rat. Destruction of any part of

the cortex produces a partial loss of the habit and

equal amounts of destruction produce equal

amounts of loss, regardless of locus within the

cortex.

An area which is highly specialized for one

function may play a more generalized rôle in

another. The habit of brightness discrimination in

the rat is abolished by injury to the area striata, and

by injury to no other part of the cortex. Here is a

clear case of specialization. But the maze habit is

abolished by destruction of this same area or of any

other of equal size. Is it because the maze habit is

dependent on vision? No, for blinding trained

animals does not affect the habit, whereas

destruction of the area striata abolishes the habit in

animals which were blind during training. The

deterioration does not differ in any observable way
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from that following lesions to other parts of the

brain.

Except in projection areas there is no

evidence for ana- [p. 14] tomical specialization

within the general areas of specialization. Thus in

the aphasias showing predominantly a loss of

naming ability or of memory for words there is not a

selective effect upon memories for specific words,

but a general difficulty of recall which embraces all

words of a functional group.

The evidence on localization suggests that

where the relations of stimuli in space are of

importance for behavior, there exists in the cortex a

spacial distribution of points corresponding to the

sensory surfaces, but that for all other functions a

similar spacial arrangement is lacking. In terms of

the reflex theory such a spacial arrangement has

little meaning, but in terms of the hypothesis to

which I am leading it is of prime importance.

Functional Levels of Organizations. - Turning

to the dynamics of localization, we find that loss or
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partial loss of functions may find expression in

various ways. In some cases it seems that the

fundamental organization for a function has been

very little disturbed but that the ease of arousal is

markedly altered. Thus in monkeys and probably in

man, the severity of cerebral paralysis varies

somewhat with the current emotional state, and

during great excitement the power of voluntary

movement may be temporarily restored. The

paralysis seems to consist of a greater or lesser

difficulty in initiating movements, whose

organization is undisturbed.[13] The emotional

facilitation can restore the capacity for movement. It

clearly does not supply the specific integrations but

only makes the final common paths more excitable

or increases the intensity of activity in the

integrating mechanisms. Here we have the energy

for activity supplied, as it were, from an outside

source. Some of the symptoms of cerebellar ataxia

and the conditions described as pure motor aphasia

present the same sort of picture. I have used the
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term energy here with reluctance, for the notion of

nervous energy has led to many extravagant

speculations, yet it seems impossible to deal with

such phenomena except in terms of some general

factor which may influence the ease of functioning of

a system of activities without changing the specific

integrations.

[p. 15] In another type of quantitative

reduction in efficiency, the integrative mechanism

itself seems affected, but without disintegration into

elementary functions. In the rat, destruction of the

occipital cortex abolishes the habit of brightness

discrimination in the Yerkes box. Brightness vision is

actually undisturbed, as can be demonstrated by

other methods, but the association with the specific

activities of the training box is disturbed. The

amount of practice necessary to reestablish the

association is closely proportional to the extent of

lesion. Here we are dealing with some function akin

to the memory trace of Ebbinghaus. Just as the

memory trace grows weaker with the passage of
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time, so it is weakened by cerebral injury. Recall

may be impossible, yet a persisting trace of the

former training may be demonstrated by the

"savings method." The strength of the trace is

determined by the quantity of tissue. The efficiency

of performance is determined by the summated

action of all parts of the area.

We cannot here use the accepted theories of

summation or reinforcement, for these theories are

based upon the phase relations of nerve impulses

and we seem to be dealing with a continuous

summation. It seems impossible to express the facts

in other terms than simple variation in energy.

The Relative Fragility of Functions. - I have

pointed out that the same area may be involved in

quite diverse functions. These may be differently

affected by lesions. Thus the habit of threading a

complex maze is seriously disturbed by destruction

of any part of the cortex, provided the lesion

involves more than 15 per cent. The habit of a

simpler maze is unaffected by lesions involving as
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much as 50 per cent of the cortex. We do not have

an extensive series of tests with different mazes, but

a comparison of Cameron's cases[14] with my own

indicates that there is a definite relationship

between the complexity of the maze habit and the

minimal lesion which will produce a measurable

disturbance of it.

Dr. Jacobsen has similar evidence from

experiments with monkeys.[15] Animals were

trained to open a series of simple [p. 16] puzzle

boxes and also a box in which the latches of the

simple boxes were combined. After destruction of

the frontal or parietal lobes, the ability to open the

simple boxes was retained, but the same latches in

combination could not be opened.

We have similar results on the limits of

training for both the rat and monkey. Simple

problems may be learned at almost normal rate

after brain injuries; complex problems are learned

slowly, if at all. Further, the greater the brain injury,

the greater is the disproportion between the learning
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of simple and complex habits. In such cases the

brain injuries seem to limit the complexity of

organization which may be acquired, without

disturbing the capacity for the simple acts which are

mediated by the same areas.

The clinical literature presents many

comparable cases. The aphasic patient may be able

to understand and execute simple commands and

yet be unable to grasp the same instructions when

several are given at the same time. Head cites

numerous instances of this limitation in complexity

of organization.[16] In pattern vision, the stages

through which the patient passes during recovery

from cortical blindness form a series with respect to

complexity. It seems probable that the great fragility

of color vision and of the perception of depth is due

to the high degree of organization required for these

functions, rather than to their separate localization

in the cortex.

Both the animal experiments and the clinical

material point to the conclusion that a given area
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may function at different levels of complexity, and

lesions may limit the complex functions without

disturbing the simpler ones. Further, we cannot

ascribe this limitation to the loss of some necessary

elementary functions or to disturbances of nutrition

or to shock, for it has been shown in some cases to

be solely a function of the quantity of tissue. In this

respect the limitation of complexity seems to accord

with Spearman's view[17] that intelligence is a

function of some undifferentiated nervous energy.

THE RELATIONAL FRAMEWORK IN CEREBRAL

FUNCTION

Let us turn now to another important aspect

of cerebral function. A review of symptoms suggests

that no logically derived element of behavior can be

shown to have a definite localization; no single

sensation, memory, or skilled movement is

destroyed alone by any lesion. On the contrary the

various parts of the functional areas seem

equipotential for such elements, and either a whole

constellation of them is affected by the lesion, or
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none at all. In these constellations of activities the

grouping is determined, not by associative bonds,

but by similarities of organization. Let me illustrate

this point. In an hysterical amnesia we may find a

loss of memory for all events associated with some

emotional experience. The constellation is here

determined by the grouping of habits. In organic

amnesias the grouping is quite different. The speech

most commonly retained in aphasia is that related to

emotional expression, as was pointed out by

Hughlings Jackson. Ejaculations, words of

affirmation or negation, profanity, and words having

a deep personal significance make up the residual

vocabulary. The determining factor here seems to be

the relation to emotional facilitation. Head's work

shows other groupings, the loss of words involving

the object-name relation, or of those concerned with

the relations of space, time, and logical order.[18]

The defects can in every case be related to ways of

thinking about things, but not to loss of specific

associations.
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Many disturbances of vision show the same

characteristics. An apparent word-blindness , for

example, may be due, not to a loss of visual

memory for the words, but to an inability to see the

letters in a definite spacial arrangement.

Even in experiments with animals there are

suggestions of similar conditions. We find rather

frequently a picture which suggests loss of the

general sense of direction, with retention of

associations with the specific turns in the maze.

I have not time to multiply examples, but I

believe that there is ample evidence to show that

the units of cerebral function are not single

reactions, or conditioned reflexes as [p. 18] we have

used the term in America, but are modes of

organization. The cortex seems to provide a sort of

generalized framework to which single reactions

conform spontaneously, as the words fall into the

grammatical form of a language.
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THE MUTUAL INFLUENCE OF CEREBRAL

ACTIVITIES

Every statement concerning independence of

functions must be made with certain reservations.

The early students of aphasia, using the crudest of

examining methods, were able to identify a great

variety of types involving entirely different defects in

the use of language. More careful study of the

aphasias with finer methods of examination has

failed to reveal such clear-cut distinctions, and today

we have no accepted classification of the aphasias.

Marie concluded that all types are the result of a

common intellectual defect. Head denies that the

intellectual defect is primary but admits that in all

cases intellect suffers to the extent that it employs

symbolism in thinking. All investigations seem now

agreed that the disturbance of speech is only one

symptom of a disorder which can be traced through

the whole fabric of thought.

This is typical of recent developments in the

clinical field. With improvement in methods of
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examination, the complete isolation of functions

becomes more and more questionable, until it

seems as though disturbance in any function implies

lesser, but recognizable changes in every other.

This interdependence is not merely an

expression of the subtraction of elementary

functions by brain injuries. It seems to involve a

genuine fusion of different processes, such as is

shown in the observations of Poppelreuter[19] on

the 'totalizing function' of the visual area, and those

of Gelb on the mutual influence of normal and

hemiamblyopic areas. Poppelreuter reports the

completion of simple figures in the cortically blind

field, much like the normal filling in of the blind spot.

Gelb[20] describes a case in which objects were [p.

19] judged smaller when seen in one half of the

visual field than when seen in the other. When

exposed so as to include both fields they were

judged intermediate in size. Evidently in such cases

as this there is fusion rather than summation of

elements.
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SELF REGULATION IN NEURAL FUNCTION

This unity of action seems to be more deeply

rooted than even the structural organization. In

working with animals and with human patients I

have been more and more impressed by the

absence of the chaotic behavior which we might

expect from the extent and irregular form of the

lesions. There may be great loss of sensory or of

motor capacities, amnesias, emotional deterioration,

dementia - but the residual behavior is still carried

out in an orderly fashion. It may be grotesque, a

caricature of normal behavior, but it is not

unorganized. There are certain apparent exceptions

to this rule, such as the loss of control of laughter in

certain thalamic and lenticular cases, jargon in

aphasia, the loss of spacial organization in some

cases of visual agnosia, but even here the

disturbances are not chaotic. Even dementia is not

wholly unintelligent. It involves reduction in the

range of comprehension, in the complexity of the

relations which may be perceived, but what falls
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within the patient's range is still dealt with in an

orderly and intelligible fashion.

There seems always to be a certain

spontaneous compensation or adaptive

reorganization. The most definite example of this

sort is the observations of Fuchs[21] on

pseudofovea. He finds that in cases of complete

hemianopsia there is a shift of the center of fixation

from the anatomical fovea to a variable point in the

peripheral retina which acquires a greater visual

acuity than can be demonstrated in the anatomical

macula.

Such phenomena suggest that the nervous

system is capable of a self-regulation which gives a

coherent logical character to its functioning, no

matter how its anatomical constituents may be

disturbed. If we could slice off the cerebral cortex,

turn it about, and replace it hind side before, [p. 20]

getting a random connection of the severed fibers,

what would be the consequences for behavior? From

current theories we could predict only chaos. From
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the point of view which I am suggesting we might

expect to find very little disturbance of behavior.

Our subject might have to be reeducated, perhaps

not even this, for we do not know the locus or

character of habit organization - but in the course of

his reeducation he might well show a normal

capacity for apprehending relationships and for the

rational manipulation of his world of experience.

This may sound like a plunge into mysticism,

but an example from another field will show that

such self-regulation is a normal property of living

things. Wilson and later Child[22] have crushed the

tissues of sponges and hydroids, sifted the cells

through sieves of bolting cloth and observed their

later behavior. The cells are at first suspended

independently in the water, but may be brought into

aggregates by settling or centrifuging. Starting as

flat sheets, they round up into spherical masses and

begin differentiation. Embryonic stages may be

simulated and eventually adult individuals with

characteristic structures, mouth, hypostome,
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tentacles, and stalk in normal relative positions are

produced. In spite of the abnormal conditions to

which it is subjected, the formless mass of cells

assumes the structure characteristic of the species.

Of course many abnormal forms appear, but even

these follow the characteristic scheme of

organization.

Many lines of evidence show a close

parallelism between the facts of morphogenesis and

those of the organization of the nervous system. In

both we have given as the fundamental fact an

organization which is relatively independent of the

particular units of structure and dependent upon the

relationships among the parts. In both there is a

capacity for spontaneous readjustment after injury,

so that the main lines of organization are restored;

in both there is evidence that every part may

influence every other; in both there is a possibility of

dissociation and independent activity of some parts.
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THE MECHANISMS OF ORGANIZATION

This brings us to the question of the

mechanisms by which organization of behavior is

brought about. There is, I think, nothing mysterious

about the problem. There is no need to assume an

emergence of new properties, a transcendent

influence of the whole upon the parts, a

subordination of substance to form, or the like;

there is certainly no need to look for nonphysical

agencies. We are dealing with a complex system in

which there is an influence of every part upon every

other, with all degrees of intimacy in the relations

and various degrees of dominance and

subordination. Our problem is to discover the means

by which these influences are exerted.

We have seen that the notion of isolated

reflex paths, exerting mutual inhibition and

facilitation and conducting nervous impulses over

pathways determined by the specific resistance of

synapses, is not only inadequate to account for the

simplest facts of behavior, but is also opposed by
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direct neurological evidence. The greatest progress

in neurophysiology within the past decade has been

made in the study of conduction in peripheral

nerves, but the results have as yet little bearing

upon the problems of central organization. At most

they offer a basis for speculation concerning the

behavior of nerve impulses at intercellular junctions,

and recent negative results upon conduction with

decrement throw some doubt upon the value of

these speculations. Students of nerve conduction

have taken for granted the doctrine of anatomical

specialization, and their work has not been

developed, in the direction of our problems.

Lapicque[23] has recently pointed out some of the

difficulties of the anatomical hypothesis and has

suggested the substitution of temporal for spacial

factors in organization, but the study of chronaxie is

not far enough advanced for application to the

problems of psychology. The laws of conduction in

nerve fibers thus far revealed are not alone

sufficient for an understanding of integration. The
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nervous unit of organization in behavior is not the

reflex arc, but the mechanism, whatever be its

nature, by which a reac- [p. 22] tion to a ratio of

excitations is brought about. We have as yet no

direct evidence upon this problem, but the

similarities of the problems of nervous function and

of growth should direct our interest toward the

processes which have been found important in the

control of structural development.

The work of many students of experimental

embryology has shown the importance of the

restriction of gaseous interchange, of gradients in

chemical diffusion, metabolic activity or rate of

growth, the influences of chemical and electrical

polarization and of the flow of action currents in

determining the course of development. During its

first differentiation the nervous system is subject to

the same influences as any other developing tissue

and the mechanisms of diffusion and of polarization

play an important rôle in the determination of its

structures and inherent organization. It would be
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strange if, with the completion of growth, these

factors should no longer be important in the life of

the cells. Rather, we should expect the neurons to

be continuously modified by the same influences.

The structure of the nervous system is such as to

allow of this. The interconnections of distant parts

are well insulated, where correlated functions

without influence of intermediate parts is required,

but within the gray matter the cell bodies and

processes are not so protected. They are directly

exposed in a liquid medium capable of conducting

diffuse chemical and electrical changes which may

readily influence the excitability of the neurons. The

arrangement of the gray matter in thin sheets and

the projection of the receptor and motor surfaces

upon these sheets may have a real functional

significance. Child[24] has shown that distance of

separation favors the development of independently

polarized systems, and the arrangement of cell

bodies in the gray matter offers the optimal

condition for this and for the development of
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systems in which the special arrangement of

stresses can be effective. Although the distant

intercommunications of cells may be solely through

the conduction of nerve impulses, the more

immediate coördinations within the gray matter may

depend upon relative amounts of excitation, the

spacial [p. 23] arrangement of excited points, stress

patterns resulting from the total mass of excitation,

which may be more important for behavior than the

connections of individual cells. It is here, I believe,

that we must look for the next significant

development in our knowledge of the functions of

the brain.

Cerebral organization can be described only

in terms of relative masses and spacial

arrangements of gross parts, of equilibrium among

the parts, of direction and steepness of gradients,

and of the sensitization of final common paths to

patterns of excitation. And the organization must be

conceived as a sort of relational framework into

which all sorts of specific reactions may fit
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spontaneously, as the cells of the polyp fit into the

general scheme of development.

Such notions are speculative and vague, but

we seem to have no choice but to be vague or to be

wrong, and I believe that a confession of ignorance

is more hopeful for progress than a false assumption

of knowledge.

CONCLUSION

I have devoted my time to-night to

problems which are not strictly psychological, yet I

believe that these problems are of real significance

for the progress of psychology. Certainly the

development of the science up to the present has

been strongly influenced by neurological theory. The

frantic search for sources of motivation and of

emotion in visceral activity, though initiated by

introspective analysis, has been supported by the

faith that the nervous system is only a conductor

having no sources of energy within itself. Our

preoccupation with analysis of learning by trial and

error, the denial of association by similarity, the
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belief that transfer of training can occur only

through the training of common synapses - these

are a result of the belief that learning is simply a

linking together of elementary reflexes. The doctrine

that the intelligent solution of problems results only

through random activity and selection, and that

intelligence itself is an algebraic sum of

multitudinous capacities, is largely a deduction from

the reflex theory.

I shall not pretend to evaluate such

doctrines from the [p. 24] standpoint of

psychological evidence. They may or may not be

true, but their truth must be demonstrated by

experiment and cannot be assumed on a

background of questionable neurology. Psychology is

today a more fundamental science than

neurophysiology. By this I mean that the latter

offers few principles from which we may predict or

define the normal organization of behavior, whereas

the study of psychological processes furnishes a

mass of factual material to which the laws of
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nervous action in behavior must conform.

The facts of both psychology and neurology

show a degree of plasticity, of organization, and of

adaptation in behavior which is far beyond any

present possibility of explanation. For immediate

progress it is not very important that we should

have a correct theory of brain activity, but it is

essential that we shall not be handicapped by a false

one.

The value of theories in science today

depends chiefly upon their adequacy as a

classification of unsolved problems, or rather as a

grouping of phenomena which present similar

problems. Behaviorism has offered one such

classification, emphasizing the similarity of

psychological and biological problems. Gestalt

psychology has stressed a different aspect and

reached a different grouping; purposive psychology

still another. The facts of cerebral physiology are so

varied, so diverse, as to suggest that for some of

them each theory is true, for all of them every
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theory is false.

[MS. received October 9, 1929]
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